Dress with decorative trim
Level of difficulty
Time required
2-3 hours

Dress creation and preparation of tutorial
Sewing studio P&L Mercier, Etoy, Switzerland
www.plmercier.com
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Materials
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

sewing pattern
1 3/4 yards of 60” wide fabric
thread
needle
chalk
scissors
pins

Machines

• elna electronic sewing machine, from the eXperience or
eXcellence series (eXcellence 720PRO in this tutorial) for example
• elna eXtend overlock machine

Instructions
Gathered Trim Technique
The following instructions will show you how using a basic gathering stitch on your machine can create a beautiful accent to a basic A-line
dress. The most common technique is to use a gathering stitch. This straight stitch is performed on the machine, but is invisible when the
item is finished. It allows the fabric to be gathered by pulling the thread, with the fabric curling itself up to give a floral appearance.
In order to gather the fabric easily, the stitch used to create a gathering stitch should be set at a longer stitch length. In this case, we used
5 as our stitch length setting. Also, it is important to note that you do not want to use a back or lock stitch at the beginning and end of
your seams. Pull approximiatley 6” of upper and bobbin thread out at the beginning of the seam and leave 6” at the end. You will use these
threads to create the gather and use them to tie a knot at the beginning and end when done.
At the beginning and end of your seam, make sure not to back-stitch.

Pli du tissu

1.

Download the sewing pattern available on the elna website
under the “Inspiration” section. To start, only print the page
with the selection window. Using a ruler check that the window
measures exactly 10 cm x 10 cm, then print the remaining
pages.
The pattern is made up of several sheets that must be joined
together using the markings (letters and lines). Once the pattern
is assembled, adapt the pattern to fit your measurements and
cut out the pieces.

2.

Place the pattern over the fabric with the centre back and
centre front over the fabric fold. Cut out the fabric, adding a
5/8” seam allowance all around your pattern.

3.

First, use your serger to sew an overedge stitch on the
individual sides of your dress pieces. Then, wrong sides
together, pin the shoulders and sides of the dress and tack
using the 4-thread overlock tacking stitch. Fold the hems of
the armholes and neck inward by
5/8” and sew with a straight stitch.

4.

To determine the length of the fabric needed for the gathers,
measure the whole outline of the dress, then double it.
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Example: total length of the hem + the desired length of the
gathers.
Example: 43” + 40” for the gathers = 83”
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5.

Ribbon pattern
Length according to the frill of your dress. e.g. 83 inches

6.

Width between 7/8” to 1”, and 5/8” for the seam.

7.

9.

With a piece of chalk, draw the ribbon pattern over the fabric
(pin the pattern on the fabric to hold it in place).

Leave a 5/8” seam allowance on each side and fold the ribbon
in half width-wise.
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Determine the decorative length (gathers) of your dress
depending on the shape and size you want to give the gathers.
The longer your ribbon, the more emphasis on the gathers.

8.

Cut along your horizontal line.

10.

On your elna machine, attach the standard “A” foot for a
straight seam, select the straight stitch and sew.
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11.

Sew a straight line along the entire length of your ribbon
5/8” from the edge.

12.

Iron the open seam.

13.

Attach a safety pin to one end of the ribbon.

14.

Place the safety pin inside the tube and gather the fabric to
move the pin forward and push the fabric inside the tube. Pull
the pin out when it appears at the other end of the tube to fully
uncurl the ribbon the right way round.

15.

The ribbon is folded and ready for the gathers.

16.

Gathers
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Sew a line of gathers in the middle along the entire length of the
prepared ribbon.
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17.

To do this, make a straight stitch with a stitch length of 0.5 cm
in the middle of the ribbon.

18.

At the seam end, do not sew the lock stitch at the beginning.

19.

When removing the final piece from the machine, make sure
the needle is well raised, and pull the thread to cut at least ten
centimetres of thread from the seam end.

20.

Sewing of the gathers is now finished. Divide the length of the
ribbon into four parts and mark with markers.

21.

Use the same thread to gather on each side (bobbin thread or
spool thread).

22.

Bring the thread over the fabric and pull on the thread to create
the gathers.
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23.

Lay the ribbon with the gathers over the hem of the dress. Pin
the two fabrics together by matching the markers on the ribbon
with those of the dress (sides, centre front and centre back).

25.

Hand sew the ribbon over the hem of the dress 1/2” - 5/8”
from the edge. Adjust by curling the ribbon to give a floral
appearance.

24.

26.

Thread a needle with a 16 inch long thread and make a knot.

Stitch on the seam between the gathers, and spread the
gathers evenly across the width.

... and now you’ve got gathers!
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